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This paper investigates how design process models are implemented and used in design-driven organisations. The archetypical theoretical framing of process models, describe their primary role as guiding the design process, and assign roles and deliverables throughout the process. We hypothesise that the process models also take more communicative roles in practice, both in terms of creating an internal design rationale, as well as demystifying the black box of design thinking to external stakeholders. We investigate this hypothesis through an interview study of four major Danish design-driven organisations, and analyse the different roles their archetypical process models take in their organisations. The main contribution is the identification of three, often overlapping roles, which design process models showed to assume in design-driven organisations: process guidance, adding transparency in external communication, and internally as a formal description of an organization’s design rationale. We discuss how the mix of these three roles added together can support and catalyse how design-driven organisations define themselves, and position them in practice, as well as how the theoretical discourse of process literature might be recatalysed by these very different roles observed in practice.
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Introduction

The point of venture for this paper is an observed paradox in the practical application of design thinking - namely how design process models are implemented and used in design-driven companies and organisations. The role of process models are originally conceived and described as formalised workflow and practices, with the aim of assuring a re-usable and transparent road from A to B in a given process (e.g. Howard, Culley, & Dekonick 2008). Popularised in both management and systems development literature, the recent decades rise of design thinking and design-driven organisations, has created an increased interest in attempting to formalize the archetypical elements of the design process. Since then, multiple different structures, metaphors and rationales has been used to
describe the process of design - all serving as different ways of formalizing the key attributes from design thinking (Cross 2006).

Process models in design has enjoyed a relative success and both practice and academia with the amount of publications on the topic, as well as design-driven organisations explicitly stating a version of an archetypical model as 'their approach'. However, when put under further scrutiny, the practical application of process models does not always seem to follow the ideals of their theoretical foundations, and often seem to carry more than function depending on the situation in the design practice. This is evident both from case studies from design-driven companies, as well as in the different ways they externally communicate their process to stakeholders and design peers. The author's own experiences, from varying design practices, supports this observed pattern - varying from being internally guiding process, to communicating with clients, and further to act as a more abstract cultural guideline for how a specific design practice describes its vision for design.

Building upon this, we hypothesize that there is more to the theory and method of process models in design than meets the eye, and that process models carry a plurality of meanings besides their intended process guiding purpose. Building upon this hypothesis this paper explores the following broad research question: What is the role of process models in design-driven organisations? We pose this question to explore the relation between the different, and often ambivalent, roles process models take in different practices, and furthermore to provide a more nuanced perspective on the theory from which the most archetypical design process models are grounded.

To explore the research question, we have made an empirical study of representatives from design-driven organisations in Denmark, ranging from start-ups (20-40 employees) to large organisations (1000+ employees). The research setup is a mix of semi-structured interviews, and a workshop mapping both how the organisations visualize their process, as well as challenging which roles these process models take at different times in their practice.

Design thinking as the organizational driver

For the scope of our inquiry, we have chosen to focus on what we label as 'design-driven organisations'. This is to be understood through the umbrella term of 'Design Thinking', leveraging Brown’s (2009) description on the use of the sensibility, and methods of designers, to match user needs, technology feasibility and business viability with each other. The recent decades spike in interest in the potential of Design Thinking is especially driven by the efforts to address how it can transform the decision-making processes of organisations (e.g. Martin & Dunne 2009), and spearhead innovation (Brown & Wyatt 2015, Verganti 2009). From traditionally being introduced as a latter step in product development, design thinking has propelled design into a broader adaptable mindset, which can be applied to both product development, customer service, as well as upper management. In 2015, Brown concluded that design thinking had succeeded in both making its way to the top of Forbes 500 companies, as well as being the dominant mindset behind the decades much heralded disruptive startups. As such, when we speak of design-driven organisation we speak of broad range of organisational structure and types, with the one common factor, that they apply design as a decisive mindset for their practice.

Based on this broad definition of design-driven organisations, it is necessary to narrow the scope and contextualize it to practice. The empirical research has been focused on gathering insights concerning the danish branch of design agencies, working with design on a strategic level in the development of digital solutions. In order to frame this specific field, we created a framework to act as a focal point for the empirical research. Based on information from the Central Business Register (CVR) and the Danish branch code system (virk.dk, 2017), the field of interest is defined as organizations with a commercial focus on design, in the sense of both design execution as well as on a more strategic level.
As shown in figure 1, the framework consists of six specific branch areas divided into three organizational practices within the design industry. The study is constrained to organisations who have already adopted design as a decisive mindset for their practice. We argue this scope provides an optimal point of venture for studying the roles of process models in design, with fewer variables to consider, than had we investigated less design mature organisations. A broader organisational focus could have contributed with other, very relevant, perspectives on the role of process models in practice, however these perspectives would require further research into the specific organisations and their design practice, and were thus out of scope of this initiating study. The next section will briefly introduce the archetypical forms of process models, which can be identified across the field of the mapped design practice.

**Process models in design**

In order to identify different roles of process models in design-driven organisations a smaller systematic literature review has been conducted to clarify different theoretical foundations on which process models have been developed. From this we have identified a series of what we argue stands as 'archetypes' for many different manifestations of process models. One of such archetypal perspectives on process models is the linear perspective, which is often associated with the waterfall model as described by Royce (1970). This representation of a linear process resembles a waterfall in visualising a sequential relationship between the different stages of a process. Although the waterfall model is often used in order to describe a pure linear process it was developed as a means to show a process that is "(...) risky and invites failure" (Royce, 1970). Even though the linear rationale has since been much criticised (e.g. Buchanan 1992, Fallman 2003, Jonas 2007) for not reflecting practice, a degree of linearity is still often identified not only in engineering, but also in design-driven organisations process models.

As process models evolve and the need for visualising the iterative nature of design processes emerge, the representations of processes co-evolve accordingly. A classic occurring example of this is the so-called 'double diamond' (TBDC, 2007), showing the process as a continuous shift of convergence and divergence. A related archetype, which shows progression from linear convergence as well depicting divergence as the iterative part of the process, is the Design funnel, proposed by Pugh (1990). Through the design funnel the iterative aspect of a process is shown by visualising activities as alternating between either diverging or converging activities. The model can further be described as being controlled-convergence (Buxton, 2007). Controlled-convergence covers a process that essentially shows the overall convergent nature of the process but through integrated evaluating activities the iterative aspect of the model is shown. The overall nature of the model seems to be convergent where Pugh broke with the waterfall model by integrating divergent activities and thereby implementing an approach to process models less rigorous than the waterfall model. Another perspective on the nature of iterative moves in process models is presented by Gould & Lewis (1985), where it is stated that innovative solutions and designs demand time, development, and redefining. An iterative approach creates the possibility of redefining the problem space and thereby the possibility of specifying the solution space (Gould & Lewis, 1985).
In the direct opposite the linearity of the waterfall model we find the various depiction of the iterative process as a *Spiral model*, which in contrast clearly visualises iterations throughout a continuous process (e.g. Boehm, 1988 and ISO, 2010). The spiral archetype is developed, like the waterfall model, to organise the development of larger product development. As seen in the visualisation of the model, the process undergoes several iterations where each step in an iteration builds upon the previous iteration and the included steps, again this serves as a representation of the co-evolving problem space and solution space. Other oft-quoted variations of this archetype is the ISO-9241-210 model of user-centered design, operating through the same basic metaphor and logic.

![Figure 2: The four archetypical process model designs, which depicts the metaphors and logics of many related models.](image)

When researching different perspectives of process models one thing, at least, seems to be in common whether it is the linear or the iterative models. They serve the purpose of visualising the road undertaken in getting from problem to solution in a structured way. In a similar way to this brief review Howard, Culley, & Dekonick (2008) have done a thorough review of different process models and have come up with six general stages on which design processes are commonly built. The six stages are; *Establishing a need, Analysis of task, Conceptual design, Embodiment design, Detailed design and Implementation*. We argue these six stages can all be identified in the four archetypical process model design we have listed in the above. The difference is thus not the individual parts, but how the sum of the parts describes different logics and rationales for, how the process of design should be organised. As such, the four archetypical process models represents an interesting point of venture for identifying, how these different logics come into play in different
applied practices. To this end it becomes a critical factor both to identify whether the logics are followed, but if the role of models in practice actually follow the rationale for why the models were created in the first place.

Data Collection

The scope of the review was a search for archetypes, which could be identified across a broad range of prior contributions in design research, inspired by the systemic quantitative review (Pickering & Byrne 2014) approach in which groups of related sources are gathered and organised to identify their ‘common ground’ (appendix 1). As such, the identified archetypes, are the result of identifying which original common ground many different variations of process models seem to originate from.

The empirical study was conducted as a series of semi-structured qualitative interviews, following the principles of Kvale & Brinkmann (2009) and Bryman (2016) of addressing the interview situations as getting a reflective introspection on the interviewees practice (appendix 2). In order to promote the articulation of more tacit and latent information Sanders & Stappers (2013), we devised an interview canvas (appendix 3), to guide the interview situation, in which the participants were asked to sketch out different aspects, such as organisational values, their interpretation of design thinking, and provide a visualisation of their process model.

The elective criteria, for which organisations to study, was to provide as broad a scope as possible - from small agencies to large departmentalised organisations with in-house design competencies. Furthermore, a criteria was also the maturity of the organisation - for how long had the organisation had a design-driven focus, or even existed at all? From these criteria, we invited design managers from the following organisations to participate in four interviews:

![Table showing details of each organisation]

Each interview ranges from 1-2 hours, in which the participants gradually sketched out the canvases in response to the interview questions. In this regard, we consider both the canvases and the
transcribed interviews being triangulated data sources - qualitatively informing aspects of each other.

When seeking participants from a broad scope of criteria it naturally limits both the amount of included cases of each specific organisational setup, and includes some margin of error in regard to whether one of the setups are an anomaly or a fitting representative of the given practice. Thus, the scope of the data is to be considered as a pilot study, qualifying if there is merit to engage in more studies of the different roles design process models can take in design-driven organisations.

Analysis

This section will present the key themes and insights from the interview study with the four design companies. We present a descriptive analysis of how the companies frame their design process, and further how they elaborate and reflect upon the role their respective process models play in their practice. The analysis is categorised in a series of sub-themes, each given their own sub-heading to organise the section. The section summarises the insights into three distinctive roles design process models shows to take in practice; process guidance, internal design rationale, external stakeholder communication.

The need for a process model

When surveying the multiplicity of different process models in the industry, there is an industry tendency to lean upon one or more of the four archetypical process models described above. However, the majority of companies promote their own company specific adaption of the archetypical process models. This wide usage of company specific models have been raising the question of why and how these models are formed and implemented across the companies. The interviews give an indication that the implementation of internal processes is a result of company growth and a need for a common work culture:

“They [process models] were originally created, because we had grown too much for Martin and me to be able tell everyone how they should act. So they were made to create clarity and because we had grown too much to be properly aligned”. (CR, Magnetix, 00:41:12).

The companies implement formal processes and visualize these by designing process models, as a result of an internal growth and increasing staff numbers. These internal processes are designed as a way to insure a consistent way of work as well as contributing to a common work culture. In the quote, one of the founders of Magnetix describe how they found it necessary to create a consistent way of work, because the company had grown too much for them to be able to pass on the existing and non-described internal processes. This need for internal structure is a recurring theme among the interviewed companies. At the anonymized company, the largest of the involved companies, they are undergoing a continuous (re)construction of their process model which, as described by their Head of UX, is a result of streamlining and formalising the internal processes:

“... what we want with the process model is to ensure that people work more structured.” (AI, Anonymous company, 00:38:25).

At Think, the smallest of the companies, they are in the initial stages of the construction of their design process. One of the company partners describes the stage they are in, as in between informal and formal processes:

“It's also kind of a project model and the two things often get messed up together [...] we have basically been running it without a design process, letting the individual project guide the process, but now we have become a bit more structured and therefore we have recently introduced, or at least tried to become, a bit more formal about our design process, but it is still very informal.” (KS, THINK, 00:56:09).
The company is in the process of implementing more formal processes and is utilizing the process models as a tool and a guide for structuring their process, for thereby to clean up their current approach or lack of the same. This unstructured way of working has some very specific side effects, affecting the company’s overall development process in a negative way, causing them to repeatedly make the same mistakes:

“We could really get better at it [structuring the processes], sometimes we are a bit too Laissez Faire and a little too custom made, trying to reinvent the wheel all over again.”

(KS, THINK, 01:16:24).

As made clear, the companies implement more formal process models, as a result of growth and in need of more structured internal ways of work. It is also clear that the companies draw on different process archetypes approaches in solving these structural issues. It is one thing to accept the need for a more structured approach and acting accordingly, and to actually implement a process across the company. This can be difficult for companies working from a Design Thinking approach. This calls for a process model which is structured enough to firmly guide the process, creating a strong way of work, but still provide openness and transparency, making room for human intuition and agility. But process models and strict ways of work can also be a limiting factor, creating boundaries too firm which limits the creativity and the participating employees. In these cases, the structuring and internal processes have been too dominating, leaving the companies paralysed within themselves. As detailed by THINK:

“We are becoming increasingly sceptical concerning the types of project models, which claims that they can do everything […] It quickly ends up in a Prince2 kind of thing, where you have to take every potential outcome into consideration. And where you sort of try to remove the human aspect and the intuition from the equation. […] The problem is that you rarely know what to make and then all the models fall apart.” (KS, THINK, 01:00:07).

The companies want structure and guidance, but do not want to compromise their agility and possibly removing the human aspect in doing so. They seek a common middle ground between structure and openness, by which they seek to utilize different models as a basis for creating their own. This is an indication that more theoretical described approaches, mentioned in this article as the archetypical models, are not directly compatible in the company’s everyday practice:

“...it’s true that the first part is mostly ‘waterfall’, and we do that part in minor stages because otherwise we will never get to this point [implementation]. There are some things that need to be done in that way, because we cannot continue to reconsider the objectives, as well that we cannot continue to reconsider the platform selections. So, therefore, this part, quite right, becomes very waterfall’ish.” (CR, Magnetix, 00:55:10).

We here see a hint of how both linear and circular processes structures not just the process, but also inform the culture of the company on more abstract level. They are creating a work culture where the initial phases of the process are strongly structured, inspired by the Waterfall model, whereas the latter phases are more iterative and agile. This is, for the company, a necessary approach because they, pressured by upcoming deadlines and external factors, need to move forward in order to reach implementation and thereby the more iterative stages. This method has been used in spite of the recognition of other more suitable approaches, as described by the company COO “[…] There are some things that need to be done in that way.” (CR, Magnetix, 00:55:10). This need for building upon the theoretical methods, for thereby to modify and adapt them to their current practice, is for Magnetix a way of coping with the more external factors. By modifying the theoretical approaches, they seek a way to push projects forwards towards the externally specified deadline, without compromising their own way of work. The theory describing the iterative approaches to the design process, is not providing the companies with a specific answer to when or how to end the process. In practice the companies are experiencing a process, that is strongly framed by their client's deadlines.
and other external factors. Therefore the companies combine linear and iterative approaches in different stages of the process, to ensure progression - internally pushing the project forward and externally visualizing and documenting the actual progression of the process.

This need for building upon the more established archetypes, for thereby to modify and adapt them to their current practice, is also described by the UX-lead at Creuna, by exemplifying how they roughly use the Double Diamond model as their way of working.

"... what we really do is, roughly speaking, in ... I’m sure you know about Double Diamond - converging and diverging. That’s basically what we do.” (NB, Creuna, 00:45:45).

This way of redesigning the theoretical frameworks known from academica, is an approach used by all involved companies. As illustrated in the visualizations beneath, all companies draw on several different theoretical archetypes in their process model. As it shows the companies all seek inspiration or simply guidance in several different theoretical frameworks, when designing their own. This indicates that the existing process models as described in the academic literature are not directly transferable to the company's' actual practice. This underlines the article's initial assumption, of a gap between theory and practice, concerning the usage of design process models, in the field of design-driven companies.

![Figure 4: The four sketches made by the interviewed organisations of their process models.](image)

**Internal and external models**

Another theme throughout the interviews is the two-sided purpose, internal and external, of the process models. One of the organisations have developed their process model, primarily, for internal use and argue they would have to create a simplified version in order to use it externally. As the following quote states, the external purpose of the process model is a secondary priority for the company.

“... to make a simplified version we can use externally, but then again, we have agreed that this is actually a secondary objective” (AI, Anonymous company, 00:41:24).

Stating that the process model has a secondary purpose makes it clear that a process model can be used in different contexts and with different purposes. The quote also shows that within the given company there is a difference between a process model with an internal focus opposed to a model aimed at external use. An internally aimed model has a higher complexity and must be simplified in
order to be used externally. The complexity of the internal models is substantiated when the same company explains how different stages of their process model is followed by a “checklist” of potential activities for each stage;

“This is where it starts to show why it is a tool, because here we have some of these… Some sort of checklist. What do we need to know at this stage?” (AI, Anonymous company, 00:46:25).

Thus, the internally aimed model is supported by a list which assists the company in the different stages throughout their process.

Another perspective is the case in which the process models are flexible in nature. Multiple instances in the interviews show how the team in collaboration with the client discuss how the process should be structured and how different tools are chosen based on the desired outcome of the process:

“...then we’ll discuss back and forth and coordinate and develop some sort of process that we... And try to convince them [the client] to go in our direction, what we think is a good process to structure the tasks. It isn’t always successful.” (NB, Creuna, 00;27;48).

“What is the right tool for this process, and then we’ll choose based on what we what to gain from the process” (NB, Creuna, 00;29;39).

It is also shown how the process and discussion about the process isn’t always successful and how the discussion is influenced by the desired outcome. This indicates that the company is working with different processes or at least different elements that are put together in order to combine a suitable process for a given project and client. By working with a process model in this way the company underlines the need of an external orientation in their process model. The company use their model in collaboration with their clients as an external communication tool as well as process guidance. This points back to the aforementioned perspective on how process models, which do not take the human aspect, intuition, and knowledge of what you are designing, into account often fall apart.

These perspectives give merit to the claim, that the needed level of flexibility in the different process models indicate that process model have multiple purposes, beyond just formally guiding the process. A process model can’t be used in internal or external contexts without some level of context adaptation.

Design and creativity

This final part of the analysis serves to show how the organisations put their process models to play as tools for external communication as well as guiding the process and serving as an internal design rationale.

The organisations all agree on design thinking as a foundation for their activities but they utilize different theoretical perspectives to catalyse their design practice. As well as the organisations have different perspectives on design thinking, they are also met with different definitions from collaborators and clients. As shown through the following quote one of the organisations are often contacted much later in the design process than they would prefer.

“Yes, and what mostly happens is that the first couple of times people call us, then they have called us in the 11th hour and asked for some design or usability test. And then I’ll respond “of course, sure we’ll help you but you have to be aware of what you are actually asking me, is to put makeup on a dead pig.” […] So can we agree that we’ll help you with this and next time you’ll call us a bit earlier in the process, because for the same amount of money we can actually provide so much more value to the project.” (AI, Anonymous company, 00:20:31).
By often being involved later in the process than they prefer, the organisation must explain their competencies externally. The need for this external orientation in a process model can be seen as result of the missing alignment between the differences in definition of design in the organisations and with their clients and collaborators. These different definitions underline some of the challenges the organisations must overcome when creating their process models, because the models do not only have to take the organisations views into account but also the contradicting views of their clients and collaborators.

Even though the organisations are met with different definitions they also seem to identify a change in definitions they meet. This change and the growing alignment is experienced with both clients and amongst other organisations within the same line of business. One of the organisations have started to submit designs to various award shows recently and only because the submissions are being judged based on complexity over pure visual qualities. This shift in criteria can serve as an indicator showing how design as more than visual design is gaining traction with both clients and collaborators.

One organisation emphasizes how they contribute to changing the mindset of the people they interact with as a means to push the different understandings and definitions of design.

“I usually say that our primary task is to change the minds of people. Because when we meet people for the first time who have never worked with us before then working with us should make them never go back to their prior ways of doing things.” (AI, Anonymous company, 00:36:41).

This quote underlines how the organisation is trying to help the change in mindset along by focusing on the minds of the people they work with. By doing so the organisation may encounter certain needs with regards to their process model, because the model needs to portray the organisational process for internal and external users alike. And by encountering these certain needs during a process that involves clients and collaborators, the organisations experience a need for process models which also serve as external communication tools. By having a process model, which ensures that an organisation's definition of design is clarified, they have a tool that can help the organisation reach the desired level of alignment with their clients and collaborators.

Discussion
Through the analysis we saw how the four involved organisations experience different purposes for their process models as tools for guiding their processes, external communication, and as manifestation of the organisation’s internal design rationale. This underline one of the initial claims made in the introduction where we stated experienced differences in the theoretical foundation for the process models opposed to their practical application within four different design-driven organisations. The practical application of a process model can, based on this study, be oriented in three different orientations; process guidance, external communication, and internal design rationale.

As process guidance the process models are often used to ensure that a given project goes from A to B in the desired way. The organisations experience a need for this process guidance when growing in size and thereby becoming too big to ensure the same level of quality across the entire organisation and across their different projects. As a result, the organisations formalize their processes and thereby they secure a certain quality level in their design practice. As such, the process models are practiced as they are preached theoretically so to speak. However, it is also evident, that all the interviewed organisations claim that the process is more of a guide, than strict doctrine to follow step by step. Investigating less design-driven organisations, and from entirely other fields of business, could further nuance the reasons for implementing design process models in an organisation. From our study it could be hypothesised that implementing design processes in non-design organisations would be used as an internal communication device to clarify the benefit of
design throughout the organisation. Introducing a design practice into a non-design focused organisations entails a foundation for explaining and justifying the involvement of design on higher organisational levels.

With regards to process models as an external communication tool, the organisations are met with differing definitions of design from all external factors. To accommodate these varying definitions and needs, the organisations experience a need to explain their competencies and internal definitions to all external stakeholders in a process. To accommodate this the organisations, create process models which take the different external factors into account. They incorporate some level of scalability into their models in order to be able to scale their process model according to the varying needs they are met with. This scalability empowers the organisations to scale their process in compliance with any given stakeholder. At the same time the need for scalability comes with a cost, which is a smaller level of detail in their respective models. We saw one organisation explicitly stating that if they were to show their model to external stakeholders, it would require them to create their process model in a simplified version for external use. This observation underlines the point made through the previous review, where the common understanding of design has matured.

The organisations' experienced needs regarding external use of process models exemplifies how design thinking still needs further maturing to be fully transferable to stakeholders outside the design practice. Until this maturity has reached the desired levels, rendering the translation of design obsolete, design practitioners face a challenge in translating design to stakeholders and the scalability of a process model can be seen as a step in the translation process. Thus, through the role as external communication tools, process models act as way to de-mystify the 'black box' of the design process, providing an ethos for how design thinking can provide value for the given stakeholder.

The external stakeholders prompt the design-driven organisations to align their internal design practice. In the interviewed organisations, this is practiced by increasing the complexity of the process models, and by doing so, the organisations are able to align the internal definitions required throughout the entire process. This dilemma result in a need for the organisations to be required to explain their internal competencies to external stakeholders. Thus, by having their internal process thoroughly described they are able to account for different scenarios and explain how their competencies can be of use in the specific scenario of a given design situation.

By articulating the different purposes a process model can have, an organisation is able to frame their process model accordingly. If the purpose in a given context of use is to externally explain a company's process then scalability is more important than complexity. Because if the company can make their process model "fit" with the requirements of a stakeholder then they are able to align their definitions, and the stakeholder might be able to better see a convergence between their own definitions and the definitions of the design-driven organisation. In the same way an organisation is able to ensure that their competencies are articulated in the same manner across the organisation, when focusing on their process model in an internal perspective. When organisations are able to clearly articulate their internal competencies through their process models they are also able to utilize this articulation as an external representation of the organisation culture. By doing so an organisation can utilize their internal efforts externally. By increasing the complexity in this context an organisation is able to take many different contexts of use into account and thereby embracing the different needs they experience in their design practice.

**Conclusion**

The main point made through this article is that design-driven organisations can benefit from articulating the purpose of their specific use of archetypical process models of design. Process models can be aimed at several different purposes and undertake a multitude of roles. Through the article we have identified three main roles that process models take in practice; process guidance, External communication, and internal design rationale.
We argue that design-driven organisations need to be aware of the desired context of use concerning their process model, and when the role changes from e.g. process guidance towards demystifying the black box of the process to external stakeholders. Through this awareness the organisations should be able to focus their process model accordingly. Through the analysis it was stated how the different design-driven organisations, implicitly, focus on different characteristics with their design practice through their process model.

One common thing seen throughout the article and the different involved organisations is that scalability seems to be very important with regards to developing a process model. For more obvious reasons the ability to scale a process model is beneficial for an organisation when focusing on process guidance. If a model is scalable the organisation is able to use their model in varying projects with different stakeholders.

In the context of an external communication tool, scalability is an essential quality in an organisations process model because a scalable model is more versatile in nature. By being versatile the model can be applied to different contexts and with different stakeholders. This is crucial for the organisations by the fact that they encounter many different stakeholders with very different understandings and definitions of design. These organisations utilize their process models as a tool to help them translate their design practice towards different stakeholders. This feeds into the discussion of how the results of this study could potentially be valuable beyond design-driven organisations. The examination of the roles of design process models could be sculpted to investigate other organisational types, and look for both differences and similarities in their practice use across multiple organisational types and stakeholder setups. This broader application of theoretical perspectives in practice could also potentially help organisations outside of the design domain see the value of design thinking.

Regarding process models as an internal design rationale, the organisations experience a need for articulating internal processes and specific design activities. This need again can be met by incorporating scalability into the internally aimed process models. The initial need for an internal model often emerge when the organisation experience growth in size and thereby experience a need for internal alignment. If an organisation develops a process model that is scalable then the organisation is able to scale their model according to the growth the will experience.

In summary, for a design-driven organisation to be able to clearly encompass the different contexts of use, they can benefit from articulating their process model according to the specific context of use - process guidance, internal design rationale, or external communication tool. In this regard, we conclude on the principle that practice without theory is blind, but theory without practice is likewise without much value. Thus, we argue that there is a need to re-examine how theory dictates the role of the process models in design, and for design-driven organisations to catalyse their practice through this extended theoretical scope of the different roles of process models.
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